
     A Note to Students Trying to Read   "Workbook Proposal" 
 
You  as a learner  of  English  may have some  difficulties  with understanding   
"Workbook proposal."    When difficulties are insurmountable, please ask your 
teacher or writing center staff for assistance.  If  unavailable,   use your  print  
dictionary  instead of seeking  online translation of the text.    Read  what  
happened to me. 
 
In example below  I am German learning to  read and write American English.   To 
get a quick translation   of   "Workbook proposal"   I  wanted to use one of   four   
free  English-German  online translators:   BING, GOOGLE,  SYSTRANET, and 
YANDEX.  To test which is better, I used the same English text  to all four.   What I 
received were four different German  translations  of this  short  English text 
excerpted from  a published article in Academic Exchange Quarterly.  Well to say 
the least  I am concerned  !     Wouldn't  you be,  too? 
 

Teachers are not simply transmitters of disciplinary information but veterans  

initiating outsiders into disciplinary ideas and ways of thinking and 

communicating.  After examining two alternative approaches to a constructivist 

model of instruction,  this paper argues that teachers in all disciplines can act as 

insiders in helping  students to write more effectively within academic contexts. 

Teachers who write are  even more effective in this instructional role because they 

actively reflect on their  writing experiences and processes.  
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BTW the workbook,   Writing American Academic English    is much easier to  
digest   than   its   proposal   because material is divided  into small steps, 288 
 in all  --  to be  completed  in   about 700 hours  (one or two years).  However, to 
reiterate,  if you aim to improve your American English  do  forget  quick  learning 
or translation.   Take the slow-and-long approach  to  acquiring  the language.  
 
For example, start with two writing activities explained in  segment  Why:   GET 

ACQUAINTED and  GET FAMILIAR.  The first one, GET ACQUAINTED:  asks to  copy 
the entire "Workbook proposal" into word document  and observe:  How many  
etc.    The latter one,   GET FAMILIAR:  asks to  write out all words into one column 
alphabetical order listing.  Next  to each word  etc.    Stop on this sentence  
"Initially, basic level, occurrence  of NO and RE could be much greater than   that 
of CA and KN. "  Now, you have your own bilingual dictionary of "Workbook 
proposal." 
 
The above two activities did not require any active  knowledge of  English, did it?  
It only  asked  to use bilingual dictionary in order to  refresh  your English 
vocabulary, and in a way  prepared you to take  prerequisite   Qualifying Test-1 
noted in segment Who - entry STUDENTS.   
 
Whatever you decide, thanks for considering WAAE for your professional needs. 
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http://www.rapidintellect.com/AE/18waae-pro.htm


PS 
Nonetheless,  still  the above  four free online translators  ( BING, GOOGLE,  
SYSTRANET, YANDEX)  are  better  than some other  that  exist on the web today.    
The four    are  free of   obtrusive and annoying   ads, have no  floating pop-ups   
and no malware.    But,  they  are good for consumers of information and not 
producers. 
 
ESL learners,  seeking to move  from consumer to producer  of information ,  
need to check  their  local library for  some  print  dictionaries.    In  a  reputable  
dictionary you can find  word:  meaning, synonym or antonym,  examples of the 
use of a word,  part of speech,  spelling and more.        Isn't this what ESL learners 
need ? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


